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http://www.Future-U.org/TECHMANIC


WILL THERE EVEN BE A FUTURE-U?

FUTURE-U is a new global community with a mission 
to help 100,000 people learn how to thrive through 
the transition to an automated, digital, ‘post-work’ era. 

Already 160+ experts, 10 organisations, 2 universities 
and 8 schools from 15 countries have joined to 
explore solutions (and you can too).



 TECHMANIC Challenge:  

How do we ensure students can truly 
survive disruption to  

thrive beyond school? 



There’s no such thing  
as a future-proof Education –  

but you can seek to be and create  
future-proof thinkers 



 TODAY = a chance to: 
 Step outside day to day to think ahead 

Explore the story of near-future and  
how to respond 

Go to Mars  

OVERVIEW





post-work



MAKE YOURS: 

www.bit.ly/2035image 

• Do as YOU or a child you know 
• Write or draw over the top of 

the template digitally,              
or sketch your own 

• You can also draw your own 

TASK

http://www.bit.ly/2035image


MAKE YOURS: 

www.bit.ly/2035image 

• Do as YOU or a child you know 
• Write or draw over the top of 

the template digitally 
• OR you can draw your own 

-> vocation

-> purpose

-> future  
    tech 1.0

-> future  
    tech 2.0

http://www.bit.ly/2035image


MISCONCEPTION? 
Which nation is number two in the world for 

the amount of goods manufactured? 

Respond: pollev.com/jnxyz

TASK

http://pollev.com/jnxyz


MANUFACTURING? 
Which nation is number two in the world for 

the amount of goods manufactured? 

 
(Reported in Wired magazine, February 2017)

USA



MANUFACTURING? 
IN fact, the amount of ‘goods produced’ 

keeps rising. It’s the number of jobs 
connected to manufacturing that is at   

historic lows.

 
(Reported in Wired magazine, February 2017)
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YOUR TURN:



BRAINSTORM > CARS? 
“Already 9% of people in USA sell cars and 

don’t buy new ones because Uber/Lyft” 

TASK



BRAINSTORM > CARS? 
List the industries/jobs that will be effected  if 
a fleet of 3000 driver-less cars come to Perth: 

Respond: pollev.com/jnxyz

http://pollev.com/jnxyz


School-leaver

Caleb, 18
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Today?



School-leaver

Caleb, 18
Youth unemployment 
+ under-employment 

32%

Entry level jobs 
replaced by screens 

(see Maccas)

Higher-skilled jobs 
(Lawyers, Journalists)  
replaced by software



School-leaver

Caleb, 18



willrobotstakemyjob.com

TASK

http://willrobotstakemyjob.com


CSIRO Food Scientist

Dr Ryan McAllister

22



“We need to feed a 
growing population but 
50% of food is wasted”

“We can’t rely on 
individual breakthroughs 

now to solve this”

“We need collaboration 
at a whole-systems 

level”

Dr Ryan McAllister

CSIRO Food Scientist



“We need collaboration 
at a whole-systems 

level”



THE ‘OVERVIEW EFFECT’  
 

550 people have seen our home from space 
and come home with a new big picture mindset



What would we see if looking down at Earth?



FUTURE-U.ORG/A3MODEL

A3 MODEL

http://www.FUTURE-U.ORG/FLIT


KEY DIFFERENCE NOW? 
TECHNOLOGY IS REPLACING MENTAL  
NOT JUST PHYSICAL HUMAN ABILITIES 

A3 MODEL



What would we see if looking down at Earth?

30-60% of today’s jobs disappearing over   
next 15 years…?



Given these disruptions.., 
what is the MINDSET we will need to have?

NOT > how to re-use Industrial Revolution ideas…



NOT > how to hope that someone somewhere else 
solves our problems…

Given these disruptions.., 
what is the MINDSET we will need to have?



BUT > How today’s organisations and individuals 
can control their destiny via creative problem 

solving and applying agile and futures thinking.

Given these disruptions.., 
what is the MINDSET we will need to have?



‘FUTURE LITERACIES’
FRAMEWORK > big picture,  iterative,  modular,  peer-reviewed

HOW?



COMMUNITY

CREATIVITY

THINKING  
SKILLS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY

STORY- 
TELLING

CREATION 

WHAT DOES WORK: 

BEND, BLEND  
OR BREAK* 

OLD SOLUTIONS  
VIA CREATIVE 

PROBLEM SOLVING, 
THEN APPLY 

OTHER SKILLS  
FROM THE 

FUTURE  
LITERACIES 

FRAMEWORK 
FUTURE-U.ORG/FLIT  

*DAVID EAGLEMAN 

DISRUPTION 

NEW TECH ARRIVES 

SUCH AS: 

INTERNET 

SMARTPHONES 

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELIGENCE 

SPACE INDUSTRY 

BIO-TECH 

A3 MODEL: Each          
of these can be 

explained as eg’s of: 
Augmentation, 
Automation or 
Amplification 

STAGNATION 

WHAT DOESN’T WORK: 

WAITING  
UNTIL A MAJORITY  

HAVE ADOPTED  
THE NEW TECH 

IE. KODAK  

RE-USING 
SOLUTIONS THAT 

WORKED FOR  
PREVIOUS ERA’S 
IE. BLACKBERRY 

KEYBOARDS AFTER 
IPHONE 



PRACTICES

1. 
CREATIVITY

3. 
THINKING  

SKILLS

4. 
PROJECT 
DELIVERY

5. 
STORY- 

TELLING

2. 
COMMUNITY

COMPETENCIES

User-centred 
design 

Empathy 
Collaboration 

Team work 
Networking 
Leadership 

Global Citizens

Plan, deliver  
real-world 
projects 

Sustainability 
Business sense: 
Entrepreneur & 
intra-preneur 

skills  
Flow 

Sharing solutions 
via Story 
Branding  
Design      
Video 

Content Creation 
Marketing

BEHAVIOURS

Sense of Play 
Curiosity 
Dreaming  
Imagining 
Ok to fail 
Resilience 

Growth mindset 
Defer judgement 

‘Big Picture’ 
observation

Planning 
Design thinking 
Agile approach 
Critical Thinking 

Reflection 
Attention to detail 

Computational 
Thinking - 

Coding/ Logic 

FUTURE LITERACIES
BIG PICTURE FRAMEWORK that enables us to thrive tomorrow despite how AI, robotics and other technology 

will have transformed society - by knowing how to creatively solve our own problems. MORE FUTURE-U.ORG/FLIT
Copyr ight  J  Nalder @jnxyz

HI  
(HUMAN  

INTELLIGENCE)

= HI  
(HUMAN  

INTELLIGENCE)

http://FUTURE-U.ORG/FLIT


TEAMS  
i. contract  
ii. roles
1 = leader 2 = scribe 3 = storyteller 4 = wild card

TASK



futures map



futures map

TASK



futures map



dairyFIRST           
ON

MARS ?



?
🏫



Jonathan Nalder 
JOIN: contact@future-u.org 



WILL THERE EVEN  
BE A FUTURE-U?

Jonathan Nalder 
 contact@future-u.org 


